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Is short-term noise masking a longterm opportunity in EM Equities?
Emerging markets (EMs) are in the headlines on a regular basis—both with positive and negative news
flow—but rarely do we hear the whole story.
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of the world’s GDP.1 Going forward, we believe this growth
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disclosure requirements becoming increasingly transparent.

demographics, technology, and ESG.

The aforementioned growing EM middle class is digitally

Other countries face greater challenges—female labor force

savvy, underscored by the significant growth in both internet

participation stands at just 23% in India, for instance—which

and smartphone penetration in recent years. E-commerce

suggests there is still some headway to be made across the

is one area that has undergone significant
growth as a result.
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Source: BCG, Digital Consumers, Emerging Markets, and the $4Trillion Future, 2018. BCG, Emerging Markets: A Driving Digital Force, 2018.
eMarketer, Ecommerce eclipses $1.3 trillion, led by China and US.
*Countries used: Algeria, Angola, Brazil, China, Egypt, India, Indonesia, Kenya, Malaysia, Morocco, Myanmar, Nigeria, the Philippines, Russia, South
Africa, Thailand, Turkey, and Vietnam. Internet penetration encompasses all of these countries, smartphone penetration includes 13 of them.
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